
Rainbow parking place with wooden burned painting
Instructions No. 1652

This idea is a great example of how beautiful Wooden burning can work. Find out more about this crafting technique and how you can turn
a simple tool block into your own rainbow park station.

What's Wooden burning?
At Wooden burning one paints or stamps with a hot Wooden burning pen accessoires on wood, on leather or cork. For this technique we have various branding
pens or stamping stations in our assortment. These are delivered with different burning pens and stamps.

First exercises
To write or paint with the Brenn-Pen is not
difficult. However, contours and strokes set with
Wooden burning cannot be undone. Therefore,
make yourself familiar with the Burning Pencil
first and test the handling on a piece of wood.

This is how the Rainbow Park Station succeeds
First, do a writing exercise on a sheet of paper Paper. This serves as a
template for your Wooden burning, and you can also determine the font size. 

Transfer your writing or painting with a soft pencil onto the tool block and
trace the contours with the branding pencil.



Article number Article name Qty
580113 Branding set 1
697095 VBS Desk organizer 1
852357 Graphite Pencils, set of 4 1
852364 Eraser plasticine, set of 2 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

All products for handicraft technology Wooden burning at a glance

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/craft-techniques/wooden-burning/
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